
Party: Student Party ECCO Position on list: 1

Name candidate: Daniël Asselbergs

My name is Daniël Asselbergs, I am 20 years old. Next academic year, together with my enthusiastic board members,

I plan on working hard for the interests of my fellow students at TiSEM.

I am currently in my 3rd year of the BSc Economics and Business Economics, where I chose the track Financial Management track

last year. In addition to representing the wishes of our students in the faculty, I am also starting with the MSc Finance next year. I

moved to Tilburg at the beginning of my studies, so I have been living here for almost 3 years. Besides studying, I have also

developed myself through extracurricular activities. For example, I have been involved in several committees of Asset Economics. I

noticed that I lacked connectivity with the university, therefore I decided to become a member of the education committee of the

studies EBE, BE and FE. Representing students from the entire faculty (instead of specific studies) seems like a great learning

opportunity.

Student Party ECCO has 4 pillars as a foundation for its views. In order to be able to dedicate ourselves optimally to our fellow

students, we have chosen for a division of the areas of focus. Besides my studies, I have already gained a lot of experience when it

comes to career development. In the coming academic year, I will focus on career development. To be a little more specific, I have

decided to strive for creating an environment in which internships/student work can be combined with the curriculum, however

flexibility of the lecture schedules is important for this. In addition, students would benefit from business cases in the curriculum.

Besides seeing the applicability of the studied theory such opportunities can also help students in choosing a master’s programme.

Student Party ECCO wants to improve Tilburg University with the input of our fellow students. Do you think that career opportunities

are important? Then vote for ECCO's #1 candidate on 28, 29 and 30 April. For more information, check the Tilburg University site or

go to → https://studentpartyecco.nl/elections-2021/ .
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Party: Student Party ECCO Position on list: 2

Name candidate: Elly Dinescu

My name is Elly Dinescu and I am proud to be part of ECCO’s list of candidates for the 2021-2022 Faculty Council. I want to

represent our student body’s interests with the hope of improving our life at Tilburg University.

I am a second year International Business Administration student coming from Romania. Last semester, despite the current

pandemic I was fortunate enough to work as a Junior Project Manager at an advertising firm in Bucharest which enhanced my

knowledge and abilities exponentially, as I was able to see the applicability of the concepts I had learned during lectures. Being an

international student has offered me a broad perspective through continuous exposure to different cultures and groups of people.

Thus, I believe that I would bring a new perspective in next year’s Faculty Council and I would be able to represent the interests of all

TiSEM students.

My area of focus will be student integration. As an international I have noticed an integration gap between Dutch and international

students which is impending our social performance at Tilburg University. I want to work on fully exploiting the international

experience that TiSEM can offer , as we could all benefit from each other’s set of knowledge and experiences so that we can be

better prepared for our working lives and globalized business world.

I hope that you will help me enhance the international experience at TiSEM and other faculty-related issues that can improve your life

at Tilburg University. Vote #2 Elly Dinescu on April 28,29 and 30! For more information you can always visit our website:

https://studentpartyecco.nl/elections-2021/
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Picture Party: Student Party ECCO Position on list: 3

Name candidate: Hugo Uitdehaag

My name is Hugo Uitdehaag and I am happy to be a candidate for ECCO during the faculty council elections this year. For an

Econometrics student one might not expect it, but I have always had an interest in debating and politics and I am looking forward to

the opportunity to use my experience and passion to represent my fellow students within the faculty council.

Currently I am in my second year of Econometrics and Operations Research, a study in which I very much enjoy learning to use

mathematics to solve real world issues. Because that is what I enjoy most, to be able to help society with problems by achieving

structural changes and improvements. I have already been working as a student chair within the Education Committee and I am

also part of the Young Democrats (D66), where I show that young people have a voice and want to have it heard by the government

and national politics. Furthermore, I have participated in national debating championships three times where I was one of the

Netherlands’ top 50 debaters. I hope that with my experience I can help get our message across to improve the education of all

students within TiSEM.

Next year I want to focus on the quality of our programmes. It is in the end what every student is here for and it is critical that we

always keep thinking about how we could further the value of our education. TiSEM strives to provide the best and I think getting

the feedback of the students is one of the most important methods for continuous improvement. Last year ECCO made great

strides by having a syllabus available for all courses so students know what to expect. This year I want to strive to have all course

materials available on Canvas to allow students the support to do their studies in their time.

I hope you agree with me and would allow me to represent you next year. If this sounds like a good idea, please vote ECCO #3 on

the 28th, 29th and 30th of April.  For more information feel free to visit our website: https://studentpartyecco.nl/elections-2021/
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Picture Party: Student Party ECCO Position on list: 4

Name candidate: Ka Wai Tang

Hi all, my name is Ka Wai Tang and in the coming year, I would like to represent the students interest together with six passionate fellow
board members within the Faculty Council of 2021-2022. I am currently an Information Management masters student. Prior to my masters
study, I represented the students’ interests in the Faculty Council in Arnhem and Nijmegen for 2.5 years and want to continue my work in
representing the TiSEM students.

The main point I will be focusing on is flexible education for all TiSEM students achieved by blended learning. Blended learning is a mixed
approach between online and offline education, where all lectures are recorded consistently and course materials are published in the
online Canvas environment. Simultaneously, we want to create room for offline interactions between professors, teachers and students.
The advantage for the students is that they have more control over their study time, location, path and pace, even beyond the covid-period.
Students can decide to take up an internship and follow their lectures time- and location-independent. In order to facilitate this wish, the
teaching staff or professors should be assisted and/or coached for converting their teaching material into the blended form.

To raise this special topic and to represent your interests on other areas such as student welfare, integration, career development and
quality of education, I am asking you to vote for me (#4) on 28, 29 and 30 April 2021. Curious about our ambitious plans? Follow us on
Instagram or check www.studentpartyecco.nl. I am counting on your support!
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Party: Student Party ECCO Position on list: 5

Name candidate: Ismail Maia

My name is Maia Ismail and I am proud to be part of the Student Party ECCO’s list of candidates for the 2021-2022 elections.

Together with my fellow candidates, I want to represent the interests of all TiSEM students and offer them the help and resources

needed to improve their student life.

I am an international student, from Romania and I am currently studying International Business Administration. During high school, I

got the opportunity to coordinate an international program designed to improve the life of students and their well-being. Not only did

this opportunity teach me the importance of listening and communication, but it also exposed me to an international environment,

where I was surrounded by different cultures and mentalities that have shaped my way of thinking and perceiving the world.

Furthermore, as an international student at Tilburg University, during the pandemic, I have experienced many obstacles that made me

realise that students are not offered enough help and guidance to deal with different issues. Due to my past experiences, I believe

that I can be an asset and bring a new perspective to the TiSEM Faculty Council, one that can benefit all students.

During next year, my area of focus will be the improvement of student welfare, an issue that has become more important in the past

year. I believe that this is an important part of TISEM student life and that it can be made more efficient. I strive to offer all students the

right tools and resources needed to help overcome these problems. This can be achieved by making communication clearer between

students and the faculty and by improving existing programmes, such as the PASS mentoring programme.

Therefore, I hope that I will be able to offer all TiSEM students the help and resources they need during their studies and help them

enhance their experience at Tilburg University. If you believe that is an issue that needs to be addressed, please vote for me (#5), on

April 28th, 29th and 30th. For more information, you can always visit our website: https://studentpartyecco.nl/elections-2021/
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Foto kandidaat Fractie: Fractie ECCO Positie op lijst: 6

Naam kandidaat: Sasha van den Hoek

My name is Sasha van den Hoek, this year I am proud to be number 6 on our list and that I get to represent ECCO. I intend to make a large
contribution to TiSEM this year.

After the past two years, in which I completed a propaedeutic year in Arnhem for IBA and was a start-up manager in a subsequent gap year,
it was time for me to come to Tilburg University. Nowadays I study Entrepreneurship & Business InnovationI am active in various committees
and other associations, including the Educational Committee for E&BI and IBA, Sounding board and an Entrepreneurship project at
University partner Enactus. I have a practical, often technical view of university problems. Because of my various active positions, I am easily
approachable for the needs of my fellow students. I hope that I get to use my experience alongside my fellow students to properly promote
the interests of the students and university as a whole.

Next year, I want to focus on specific problems that the university has been struggling with for years regarding the quality of education. My
ultimate goal is to bring the motivations and desired outcomes of students and faculty closer together in order to improve the quality for
everyone. Examples of specific points would be the information flow between faculty and students with a view on deadlines, Canvas
structure, the quality and representation of material in exams, and especially the consequences of the digitization of a large part of the
education programme for the future of TiU in terms of posting lectures and digital support for faculty.

I hope you will help me and my group members out to hopefully improve everyone's experience at TiSEM drastically over the coming year.
You can vote for one of my group members or me on 28, 29 and 30 April. For more information you can consult our website:
https://studentpartyecco.nl/elections-2021/
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Picture Party: Student Party ECCO Position on list: 7

Name candidate: Valentijn Willemse

My name is Valentijn Willemse and I am proud to be on this year's voting list of Student Party ECCO. The aim of my candidacy is to
improve the position of students in the faculty council.

Recently, I completed my bachelor International Business Administration and next academic year I will start the master Finance. I am also
active next to my studies. I was part of  several committees and later on I also did a board year at study association Asset | Marketing.
During my student time here in Tilburg I got to know a lot of other fellow students. Through my own experiences as a student here, and by
listening to the experiences of others, I know what the important issues are for students. Therefore, I believe I am a good candidate that
can represent TiSEM students in the faculty council in the right way.

Next year I want to focus on Career Development. Career Development is an important topic for both the student and the faculty. For
students it is very important to already get acquainted with the labor market during their studies. The university and TiSEM already have
some really great facilities for students to use for career development, which can really help students when it comes to this topic. I want to
argue for a better integration of these facilities. This can for instance be achieved by a better implementation of these services in the
curriculum.'

I therefore hope that you will help me to improve career development opportunities in the curriculum and other matters within TiSEM by
entrusting your vote to me, on April 28th, 29th and 30th. For more information you can always visit our website:
https://studentpartyecco.nl/elections-2021/
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